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Atremendous amount has been written about Virtual
Private Networks (VPNs), but little is printed on the

technical detail of the design of VPN security. This article
focuses on the configuration needed to exploit IPSec (Internet
Protocol Security) on the OS/390 operating system. While some
background will be provided on the basic technology, a more
detailed discussion can be obtained
from previous articles published in
Technical Support, including "Virtual
Private Networking: An Overview,"
March 2000 and "Virtual Private
Network Performance," April 2000.

IPSEC: A HISTORICAL
PERSPECTIVE 

IPSec has its basis in work that was
underway for the next evolution of the
IP protocol called IPv6, or IP Next
Generation. It was clear to the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) that
security was a critical component for
the future of IP networking. So, the
IPSec standard was developed and is
defined in Request for Comments
(RFC) 2401 through 2412. With its
role as the standards-bearer for the IP
protocol, the IETF realized the functionality that IPSec pro-
vided was just as essential to today's IPv4 networks and
worked on ways to support the elements of IPSec. This support
has evolved into one of the primary technologies used to build
VPNs today.

IPSec was designed for interoperability. When properly
implemented, it does not affect network components that
do not support it. IPSec provides two choices of security

service: the Authentication Header (AH), which deter-
mines identification, and the Encapsulating Security
Payload (ESP) header, which determines what encryption
mechanisms to use, as shown in Figure 1. IPSec is built
around very well known encryption technologies to provide
confidentiality, data integrity and authentication. IPSec

uses the following:

● Diffie-Hellman key exchanges to
deliver secret keys between peers
on a public net

● public-key encryption for signing
Diffie-Hellman exchanges to
guarantee the identities of the
two systems involved

● DES and other encryption
algorithms for protecting data

● keyed hash algorithms (MD5 and
SHA) for authenticating packets

● digital certificates for validating
public keys

When two systems want to com-
municate they need to agree to the
rules that will be used. They have to
both be using the same encryption
algorithm and the same key length.

They also need to be consistent in how they exchange keys
and then actually exchange the encryption keys. They may
also need to determine how often they will exchange keys.
This is the responsibility of the Security Association (SA).
The SA is a critical component to a successful implementation
of IPSec. SA groups all the items needed to communicate
securely with another system. In IPSec the SA determines
the following:
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● the synchronization to be used with the
selected encryption algorithm

● what protocol, algorithm and key to use
to authenticate your communication

● what protocol, algorithm and key to use
to make communication secure

● how often the keys will be changed
● the key lifetimes
● the lifetime of the SA
● the SA source address

Think of the SA as the contract between
the communicating systems. An SA is uni-
directional, meaning it is only meaningful
between the sender and the receiver. A sec-
ond SA will exist from the receiver to the
sender. How an SA is created and exchanged
will be discussed later in this article.

How will the information flow through
the Internet? Another aspect of IPSec is the
use of tunneling to actually transfer the data
through the public Internet and have it ter-
minate only at the receiver. Tunneling uses
encapsulation to place the private IP data-
gram inside a public IP datagram, as shown
in Figure 2. 

IMPLEMENTING
IPSEC ON OS/390

The OS/390 supports two variations of
IPSec. Manual IPSec defines those systems
where the SA is defined manually by actually
defining the information requested. This
was available since OS/390 V2R4 via a kit.
In OS/390 V2R8, dynamic IPSec was sup-
ported, which allowed the activation of the
VPN by a local administrator remotely from
the peer wishing to communicate with the
S/390 or auto-started when TCP/IP and the
IKE server are started. A dynamic VPN will
not be activated by an IP packet that requires
a VPN. This is called on-demand activation
and is not currently supported by OS/390.

On OS/390 IPSec is part of the OS/390
Firewall Technologies and is split between
Communication Server (CS/390) and the
Security Server. CS/390 ships the portion of
IPSec dealing with packet filtering and
applying IPSec protocols to IP packets. The
commands and graphical user interface
(GUI) used to configure rules, manual tunnels
and dynamic IPSec are shipped with the
Security Server. To utilize dynamic IPSec, a
Security Server license is required.

As with most mainframe-based environ-
ments, the GUI is a Java application supported
on Windows and AIX platforms. This Java

application communicates with a configura-
tion server that runs on OS/390. The steps
needed to set up the configuration server
(CFGSRV) are as follows:

1. Perform the OS/390 Firewall
Technologies configuration.

2. Create a self-signed certificate for the
configuration server. 

3. Authorize the SSL library to APF.
4. Add the SSL library to the appropriate

PROCLIB.
5. Configure the configuration server to

use the SSL key server database file.
6. Make sure filter rules are in place to

permit TCP traffic to the configuration
server.

7. Start the configuration server.

MANUAL CONFIGURATION
OF IPSEC ON OS/390

To manually configure IPSec on OS/390,
you first need to agree to the attributes of
the IPSec communication environment.
Administrators will define the SA with the
following information:

● tunnel and data endpoints
● AH, ESP or both headers
● encryption algorithms and keys to use
● authentication algorithms and keys

to use
● the security parameter index values
● the encapsulation mode to use

(transport or tunnel)

The next step is to create the manual
tunnel object using the fwtunnl command.
You will go through three panels to define
the manual tunnel. On the first panel a user-
chosen numeric ID known as the tunnel ID
will be defined along with the source and
destination addresses of the end points of
the tunnel. For both the source and destination
the policy is defined. This indicates whether
AH, ESP, AH and ESP, or ESP and AH will
be used and the timeout value of the tunnel
in minutes. A VPN can use the AH header
just to authenticate the communicating
devices; this is the AH option alone. ESP
will provide the encryption support to
protect data as it traverses the network. This
can be done without the preceding authenti-
cation process. The use of AH and ESP
indicates that before you encrypt you will
authenticate, and the ESP and AH option
indicates that the information flow will be
encrypted, including the authentication
header. The second panel only applies if the
ESP header is defined as being used in
panel one. If ESP is being used, then this
panel allows for the definition of the encryp-
tion algorithm (CMDF, DES_CBC_4,
DES_CBC-*, 3DES_CBC, and ESP_NULL
are supported), the SPI value (which must
be greater than 255 because values of 1 to
255 are reserved) that is shared with the
IPSec partner, and the encryption keys to be
defined. If you indicated the usage of the
AH header, then a similar panel is dis-
played, asking for information applicable to
the AH header. The third panel defines the
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filter rule to be used. This rule identifies the
source and destination of the data being pro-
tected. This is a generic rule table with one
major new element — it includes the tunnel
ID. As with all rules, this rule must be used by
a service and also defined by a connection.

Once all of this is complete, the tunnel needs
to be activated. A GUI screen exists to activate
the tunnel. Both sides must manually activate
their tunnels before information can flow.

While this may appear a bit complicated,
it really is very straightforward. A major
problem that has been encountered is mistakes
in keying in encryption keys. The way to
avoid this potential problem is to use the
dynamic IPSec implementation. A second
problem is that as the system grows and the
number of destinations that need to be
defined grows, mistakes are often made.
The administration needed to define the
various destination points can become labor-
intensive, and, at the same time, extremely
boring for the administrator due to the rep-
etition of values (except for the encryption
keys). A dynamic mechanism is necessary to
allow the growth of VPN destination points.

DYNAMIC IPSEC

In a dynamic IPSec system the SA and
encryption keys are managed by an Internet
Key Exchange (IKE) server. While you no
longer have to manually define the afore-
mentioned SA elements you will now need
to manage the IKE server. The IKE server is
configured by:

● performing standard OS/390 Firewall
Technologies configuration

● starting the IKE server
● ensuring filter rules are in place to

allow UDP port 500 traffic to the
IKE server

● adding certificates to RACF if using
RSA signature mode of authentication

IKE uses a two-phase mechanism to
establish key management. Phase one, the
key management phase, defines how the
negotiation will be protected and the keys
needed are exchanged. Phase two, often
called the data management phase, defines
how the data will be protected as it flows
through the IPSec tunnel as well as the keys
that will be used. 

In the data management phase, both an
AH and an ESP template are used to define
an acceptable SA for use. These are given

different names and can include different
information for the SA. This is called the
data proposal object. For ESP the information
includes the following:

● authentication algorithm (HMAC-MD5,
HMAC-SHA)

● encryption algorithm (DES-CBC-8,
3DES_CBC, or null)

● encapsulation mode (tunnel or transport)
● lifetime in minutes

The same information is required for the
AH template except that the encryption
algorithm is not included. Once these tem-
plates are defined they can be associated
with data. A data proposal object is used to
identify which ESP/AH SA definitions will
be associated with specified data types. The
initiator of the tunnel will suggest ways to
protect the data sent through the tunnel. The
peer must agree and tell the initiator what
was selected. A data policy is then defined
to identify which data proposal objects you
are willing to use.

Confused? Let's explore how the data
policy works. Assume you have defined
two data proposals. Data proposal one
says you can use an AH transform with
MD5 or an AH transform with SHA and
an ESP transform using DES. A second
data proposal defines the use of an ESP
header only using 3DES. Both of these are
in a single data policy. Let's say the initi-
ating system will send a request to begin a
VPN session with an SA consisting only
of an ESP header using DES. This is not
supported in the policy (in this case the
SA must also include an AH of either
MD5 or SHA). 

Dynamic tunnel objects are then created
to store information on the tunnel. Included
will be the information on the data policy
object to be used, how the VPN can be
started (remote, local or either) and the
connection life.

When a tunnel is activated, a dynamic filter
rule is created. However, in order for the
tunnel to be activated, the endpoint charac-
teristics must be defined in an anchor filter
rule. An anchor filter rule is related to both
a connection object and a service object.

In the key management phase you define
the key transform, which is one way that
you are willing to protect key exchanges.
Information includes:

● IKE protocol

● authentication method
● hash algorithm
● encryption algorithm
● Diffie-Hellman group
● lifetime in minutes 

Just as in phase one, the data manage-
ment phase, once the key proposal is used to
identify which key transform objects you
are willing to use, the initiator can suggest
several ways and the responder must agree
to one of them and inform the initiator
what was selected. The key transform
objects are then rolled into a key policy.
The key policy may have two key trans-
forms defined and one or the other must be
selected. If a third is presented, the parties
cannot communicate.

Once the data and key management phases
are defined, the key server objects, which
define the endpoints of the tunnel, are
defined. This indicates where IPSec pro-
cessing is to be applied to the IP datagram.
This may be different from the endpoints.
The key server object can be identified by
either IP address or fully qualified name. A
local key server object represents a local inter-
face. A remote key server object represents the
peer with which you want to communicate.
This must have the remote peer's ID. A key
server group is then defined, which associates
a key management policy object with a
local key server object and a list of remote
key server objects. 

The final item that is defined is the
authentication information. This defines
remote key servers and certificate authorities
to use in obtaining keys to be used by the
participating systems. 

SUMMARY

IPSec continues to grow and change to
meet the challenges of implementation within
large corporations. The system contains a
great deal of flexibility in authentication
and encryption algorithms and is broad
enough to accept any new algorithms that
become available. In order to secure com-
munications between two parties, a system
for exchanging keys is required. IPSec's SA
performs this task and can handle either
manual configuration for small networks or
dynamic configuration for large or growing
networks. The IPSec software can reside in
hosts, mobile clients or gateways, thus, giving
it design alternatives as you begin to roll out
the pieces of the network. 
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As we explored the OS/390 implementa-
tion it became obvious that planning is
needed before you begin to configure your
system. Understanding the endpoints that
you want to communicate, their location in
the physical design, and the capabilities of
each with regard to security are needed to
ensure a successful installation.  
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